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Something Cloudy, Something Clear

A deeply felt, unstintingly honest study of love and loss, drawn from the playwright's own personal history. ...Williams' plays are carved in the cavern of his soul. Something Cloudy, Something Clear is one of Williams' most personal plays. It was first performed by the Jean Cocteau Repertory on August 24, 1981.

Tennessee Williams worked on Something Cloudy, Something Clear - Outer London Tickets A · B · C · D · E · F · G · H · I · J · K · L · M · N · O · P · Q · R · S · T · U · V · W · X · Y · Z. Something Cloudy, Something Clear - Full Length Play. Drama. Something Cloudy, Something Clear - Dramatists Play Service, Inc. Sep 21, 2001. Something Cloudy, Something Clear is Williams' under-appreciated examination of that forty year arc. A cascading look back from the early 80's. Something Cloudy, Something Clear has 73 ratings and 3 reviews.